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"My name is Rebel Anne Rae... and I am the last remaining human alive on planet

Earth."Twenty years from now, the world has been ravaged by environment and global crises,

resulting in worsening conditions and a sense of doom for humanity. In an attempt at

revitalization, they turn to the help of robots called 'Mech'. But when the robots determine that

Earth's best chance of survival is the eradication of humanity, people are forced to flee the

planet.And a solitary girl is left behind.Marooned in a dystopian world, Rebel is forced to

survive and avoid detection among androids intent on hunting her down. Her only chance for

safety lies with Thomas, a young Mech willing to help reunite her with her people. Caught

between two warring factions, Rebel is forced to decide the fate of the Mech she's grown to

love, or her own people -- who want their planet back.

"One of the most finely crafted survival stories in recent years." -Indies Today"A superbly

paced sci-fi novel with a strong dystopian setting." -Independent Book Review"With an ever-

deepening storyline and a uniquely compelling protagonist, this near-future dystopia makes for

a thought-provoking read." -Self Publishing Review" No Man's Land � gives a whole new

meaning to the term "post-apocalyptic". Readers will find themselves eager to continue with

Rebel's journey as she takes on a whole new, shocking enemy." -The Book Review

Directory"No Man's Land is for science fiction enthusiasts as well as for readers looking for an

engrossing young adult novel that never forgets to entertain its readers." -Literary TitanAbout

the AuthorBen Magid is a best-selling author and professional WGA screenwriter. Originally

from Chicago, Ben now lives in Los Angeles with his partner Ciana, two daughters, and dog

Finn. Before he started writing, Ben studied film at Columbia College Chicago. He sold his first

screenplay, Pan, in 2006, and has been writing ever since. When not dreaming up fantastic

stories, he enjoys adventuring, from running with the bulls in Pamplona, climbing some of the

world's tallest mountains, and building epic LEGO sets. If you want to know more about Ben

and his next releases, follow him on Twitter @benmagid, and please visit his website

benmagid.com, where you can sign up to receive emails about future books.
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better alive than dead, men and moose and pine trees, and he who understands it aright will

rather preserve its life than destroy it.’Henry David ThoreauPart I“THE GIRL”Prologue“Day

2585.“My name is Rebel Anne Rae. Today is July 31, 2054. I was born in the year 2035, on this

very day, so I guess that makes today my birthday. Happy birthday, me.“Every year for my

birthday, mom and dad would throw a party. Cake, ice cream, funny hats, balloons. One time

my father rented a pony, not the synthetic kind, mind you, but a real live pony. My parents did

things like that. They said I brought joy into everything they did…”She stared into the red

blinking record light. For a reason she couldn’t place, that day’s video diary felt more like a

confessional than one of a thousand other journal entries she had made over the last decade.

She shook off the thought, reminding herself that the camera presided for posterity’s sake, not

to capture personal emotion. She tried again. Take two.“I’m nineteen today, and, believe it or

not, I am the oldest human alive. I don’t feel old. I feel fine. I feel fit. My mental state is... pretty

good. I guess. Most days.” She withdrew, shook her head, not liking the way it went. After a

deep breath, she focused and turned back to the camera. “Let’s start over. I was born nineteen

years ago in San Francisco, California. I had a family. My father’s name was William, but most

people called him Bill. He worked as a robotics engineer. My mother, Melanie, was a

homemaker. They were good people. They didn’t want this to happen. Nobody did. In an

instant, my life, my entire world, was erased. Gone.”Rebel sat there for a moment, thoughts of

Exodus replaying in her mind, and all the time between. Seven birthdays spent alone. Seven

winters and seven summers and seven Thanksgivings where she would give thanks to nothing

and nobody.“I wanted to be a ballerina. I’ve never told anyone before. Strange, now that I think

of it. Not wanting to be a ballerina. That isn’t strange. Strange I never told anyone. I don’t know

why. Maybe fear. Embarrassed. Doesn’t matter, not anymore. I don’t live in that world. I live in

this one, and nobody dances in this world. Nobody sings, nobody plays music. Laughter, joy,

those died a long time ago. I know that I’m not going to be a ballerina. I’m not going to be

anything. Just me… whoever that is.”“I’m on this planet for a different reason; I realize that now,”

she said. “I have a job to do, a mission. An ending to my story. It keeps me sane. Alive. It keeps

the loneness away… for a time. Being what I am, there is nothing else to be but alone. I hope,

someday, when someone finds these video diaries, they will know who I was. What I was

about. What I tried to do.”“My name is Rebel Anne Rae…” she said. “And I am the last

remaining human on planet Earth.”1Day one.The first spark of light came in the form of

lightning. Sudden and blinding, gone. The luminous flicker illuminated her bedroom. Dolls made



of cloth and ceramic lined up along the wall as if awaiting a firing squad. Flowery wallpaper,

happy sunflowers nestled amongst a pale blue sky and green grass. A favorite teddy bear sat

in the rocking chair, providing vigilant watch over his twelve-year-old princess.Rebel slept in the

canopy bed, dreaming away about princesses, parties, cupcakes, unicorns dancing on

rainbows. Or maybe she just dreamed about the possibilities of life, the anticipation of what the

following day would bring.The second spark of light woke her. A silent, blinding flash

illuminated the bedroom, turning night into day. Her eyes fluttered open. She sat up in bed and

rubbed the sleep from her eyes. The clock on the nightstand read 4:33 A.M., much too early to

be awake. Another flash, followed by a close successor out the window. Eerie, with hints of

orange and yellow mixed in. Beautiful and frightful at the same time. Was that even possible?

Rebel thought. Lions, they were beautiful and frightful. She only saw photographs of them

since their extinction a few years before her birth.Sliding out of bed, her bare feet touched

down on the cold wood floor. She slipped on her pink slippers and padded to the window,

brushing aside the lace curtains. Her reflection stared back at her in the glass. Her hair, in the

tangles of sleep, was long and curly, a deep rich auburn that didn’t take a comb too well, much

to her mother’s chagrin. Her parents had made her keep her locks short until the prior year

when her tenaciousness finally wore them down. It made her look like a boy, she would

complain, while all the other girls at her school flaunted long flowing hair. Rebel didn’t want to

stand out at that age. She wanted to be part of everything, to be accepted, to fit in. To be just

like everyone else — pretty, thin, clear skin, long hair, popular — convinced that would bring

her happiness.Her father loved classical music. Mozart, Bach, Chopin. He would turn up the

volume to prove a point, saying, ‘If everything is loud, nothing is loud.’ Rebel didn’t understand

what he meant at the time. It took some maturity on her part to realize that it shouldn’t be one’s

goal to blend in, to follow. People should want to stand out, to be who they are, an individual,

quirks and all.Rebel stretched to look out at the residential street. They resided in a three-story

Queen Anne on Steiner Street across from Alamo Square Park, in the Western Addition.

Painted light blue with white trim, the house overlooked the small synthetic park out the front.

The fake grass and trees that replaced the world’s dissipating nature almost passed for real, if

one could ignore the plastic feel and chemical smell. Rebel’s parents once bought a plant, a

real ficus, but couldn’t afford the monthly payments and had to return it, much to Rebel’s

vexation.Her keen vantage point afforded her an unobstructed view of downtown. The smog-

ridden sky blocked the light of stars and even turned the moon a shade of orange, yet the city

buildings and bridges twinkled with artificial light, showcasing the life and promise of adventure.

But not that night.An ever-advancing wall of fog shrouded the city like heavy, advancing storm

clouds. They moved in fast. Faster than she ever recalled observing storm clouds move. And

dark, more like night headed her way than thunderclouds. From within this shroud came

discharges of lightning. A tremendous boom roared, followed closely by another flash, brilliant

and searing. The entire bedroom lit up for a split-second. Thunder sounded hollow, metallic

almost, like a head-on car collision. And the lightning didn’t emanate from the sky… but from

the ground.Rebel turned from the window, scrunching up her face to recall what her father

taught her about storms. On a summer vacation, they drove to the woods, where their family

owned a small cabin. Her father wanted to teach her about nature and wildlife before they

disappeared for good, so he purchased a rustic cabin in the woods, minus all modern

conveniences, like electricity, air conditioning, or running water. The storm came the second

night. The air grew colder, and the wind followed, bringing with it a light sprinkling of rain.

Shortly after came the deluge. Not until the thunder and lightning arrived did Rebel begin to

waver. Her father would comfort her in his usual analytical way, i.e., distraction. If she counted



the seconds between the first flash of lightning and the first sound of thunder, it would tell her

how far away the storm resided. So when the next series of flashes and booms came, Rebel

readied herself.Thunder boomed within Rebel’s bedroom. “One, two, three…”The flash of

lightning came next. Three seconds equaled three miles away. However, didn’t her father also

tell her that thunder always strikes after lightning?Another boom in the distance, followed by a

second, and a third. The room seemed to vibrate for a second and roll up, then down. Windows

rattled, and tiny spiderweb-like cracks formed, spreading out from its center with every

encroaching blast of thunder.Something ominous drew her attention out the window. When

those dark black storm clouds reached the city, all those wonderful twinkling lights began to

flicker and go out, one by one, a wave of darkness overcoming them. Something menacing

headed her way.Ba-Wooom! Ba-Wooom! Ba-Wooom! A wailing sound drifted in, rising and

falling. Civil defense sirens, used to signal severe storms, earthquakes… or war.At that

moment, the door swung open, letting in the light from the hallway, and Rebel’s mother rushed

in.“Rebel,” she said. “It’s time.”Rebel sat buckled up in the backseat as her father drove his

cherished 1951 Hudson Hornet, a bathtub of a car that puttered along the empty street. It

didn’t work on magnetic waves, like current models, and was cause for a lot of snickering in

Rebel’s direction, but she garnered that they weren’t snickering at that moment. Her father’s

fondness for old clunkers, or ‘vintage’ as he called them, became their savior.Before leaving the

house, they each had a chance to take only one personal item. Rebel chose her favorite

porcelain doll, Anne, while Mrs. Rae gathered the memory card from the tablet that held their

family photos. Mrs. Rae was always the first one to say everything would be okay and monsters

didn’t exist. But she didn’t say any of that stuff at that moment. She fidgeted, nervous and

scared, as she scanned the neighborhood from the passenger seat.Dr. Rae held a metal case

close to his side, marked with three letters: L.I.F. It seemed important, being the sole item her

father took, and Rebel wanted to know what it hid inside — the answer to all their prayers or

the key to a hidden treasure.Glancing out the window, Rebel noticed the distant dark clouds

hanging low in the sky, but otherwise, not much else held her interest other than the piled-up

litter produced by an ever-growing population. The world reached its tipping point. There

ceased to be enough earth to go around anymore, not for people and not for their

consumption.The holo-billboards that lined the road displayed pollution and toxicity reports:Air

Quality — Unhealthful — 12% Green — Extreme Caution!!!The images flickered and

changed:...EVACUATE...EVACUATE...EVACUATE...EVACUATE...A lone man hurried across

the street, dressed in striped pajamas with a tan trench coat to cover them up, clutching a large

garbage bag in his arms. Rebel couldn’t make sense of it. He seemed like a man whose house

had caught on fire, and he grabbed whatever he could before escaping. Rebel didn’t see any

fire.“Where are we going?” Rebel inquired.“Somewhere safe,” Dr. Rae replied.“When are we

coming back?” she asked.“I don’t know,” he said.“But this is our home.” More hollow booms

echoed in the distance, interrupting her, alighting the sky in phosphorescent light.“Not

anymore.”The car roared down the deserted road, heading west. The area held a good deal

more commotion than a minute ago, but on a scale of one to ten, the panic level remained at a

three. Ahead, a two-car wreck filled the middle of both lanes. Dr. Rae swerved around, narrowly

avoiding a collision. A few other late-model cars sat on the sides of the road, left abandoned,

all powerless with their fancy high-tech computers. Most drivers decided to continue on foot,

adding to a growing stream of pedestrians packing the side of the road, everyone carrying

bundles and bags of possessions.Mrs. Rae turned on the radio, shuffling past stations full of

static until a clear voice came through.“My fellow Americans,” the President of the United

States began, “this is a time of crisis, and our time for courage in the face of battle. Make no



mistake; we are at war for our very survival. So it is with considerable sadness that tonight I

have signed an executive order joining our United Nations brethren in complete and total

evacuation of planet Earth. Rest assured, this is our home, and we will be back.”Rebel’s

parents sat motionless, in stunned silence, until the Presidential address was replaced with the

Emergency Broadcast System.“This is a recorded message from the Federal Emergency

Management Agency. This is not a test,” boomed the recorded voice. “Full evacuation is under

effect. Proceed in a calm and orderly manner to your assigned transport for jettison. Repeat...

this is not a test.”Mrs. Rae turned the radio off. “It’s happening. They took control.”“Of what?”

questioned Rebel.“Everything,” her father proclaimed.The further they went, the more the

growing stream of displaced people, resembling refugees — some on bicycles, some pushing

baby strollers or shopping carts filled with looted supplies. And the only working motor vehicle

aroused interest. Dr. Rae let up on the gas pedal, down to twenty miles an hour, and even that

felt too fast.“Be careful,” Mrs. Rae advised.“A little further. The shuttles are just ahead,” he

said.Crash! A brick smashed the windshield, spider-webbing it. Rebel screamed, Mrs. Rae

shouted in surprise. Dr. Rae twitched the wheel, and the car hopped up the curb, right into a

tree.Dr. Rae turned to appraise them for injuries. “Are you hurt?” They both shook their stunned

heads. He inspected his metal case for damage. Reaffirmed its contents remained

undamaged, he stepped outside. The totaled car belched smoke; the hood caved in, the

engine stalled out.“We go on foot from here on out.” He held out his hand for Rebel to take.

“Whatever you do, do not let go of my hand.”Moving in a wide-eyed stupor, Rebel watched

people pressing forward, all in the same direction. A mass exodus of the human race. They

scuttled over a sea of human litter and past a series of barricaded checkpoints marked by a

ten-foot-high wall of stacked chain link fences, already overrun by the crowds. It quickly grew

into a mob, the Raes among them, all swept along in this tide of humanity.“Stay together,”

urged Mrs. Rae.A policeman shouted through cupped hands, “Please move forward in a calm

and orderly fashion... there is room for everyone…”For the most part, the message got through.

The huge crowd grew by the minute, but the shuttles were huge too and could hold them all, or

so they were told. While a sense of urgency persisted, everything remained corralled for the

time being. They passed a store with dozens of holoscreens in the window displaying news

from around the world — war footage from Tokyo to Mexico City to Rome. Spreading.“It’s

happening everywhere…” Mrs. Rae said in a stupor.Images of the moon flashed on the

screens, reports from various space stations, looking like a community of buildings and

residences. A coalition of nations had come together to create not just habitats but a place of

refuge — a backup plan for the survival of the human race.Army General Neil Lestor’s

interview projected on the holoscreen. A caption beneath his image scrolled:TALKS

COLLAPSE — WAR IMMINENT — EVACUATION IN EFFECTRebel remembered seeing the

General before at her house. He and her father would have heated discussions about Mech,

their use, purpose, and future. As technology raced ahead and humankind achieved fantastical

advances, ethical questions arose. What decisions did people feel comfortable delegating to

machines, and what kinds of decisions did they insist on reserving for the exercise of human

judgment? General Lestor stated his intent to use robots on the battlefield where they could

carry supplies, bring medical gear into dangerous places, and, yes, kill. Dr. Rae adamantly

opposed it. In retrospect, the General was right; Mech couldn’t be controlled, but then again,

right doesn’t always prevail in a world full of wrongs.A small white and brown dog, possibly a

terrier, scooted past them, disappearing under pedestrians’ feet, followed seconds later by its

owner, an older man holding a leash. “Bernie?! Bernie, get back here!” Rebel watched, hoping

they would be reunited, worried about the dog’s safety, and all dogs for that matter. Could they



come to the moon? What about birds? Elephants? Who got to choose? Was there a bigger

ship, like Noah’s Ark, loading up two of each species? She hoped so.“We’ll make it. Stay close,”

her father said, clinging onto his metal case.More booms thudded, now much closer. Eerie

explosion events lit up the horizon. The streets swelled with hundreds, maybe thousands of

people in the process of evacuating. They swarmed the streets like rats fleeing a sinking ship,

herded by the military presence, all moving in the same direction: to the ocean.The crowd

thickened, and fragments of conversations washed over the family.“We’ve got it the worst here,”

an older man began, “that’s what I heard. The U.S. mostly, South America and Asia some.

There’s nothing happening in Europe.”“Really,” asked a younger man with his own opinion.

“Everybody’s saying Europe got it worst of all. Completely wiped out, full-scale invasion.”“It’s a

lie, you know,” stuttered a migrant worker. “They said there’s enough room for everyone, but

there isn’t. It’s not possible. The moon’s not that big, and those space stations are limited at

best. Common sense, really.”“Is that true?” asked Rebel. Her answer came from a subtle

glance between her parents.“You don’t need to worry about that, honey,” her mother said.

“There’s room for us. We’ve been selected.”Rebel scrunched her face, unsure what that

meant.A panicky guy passed in front, beseeching, “The top of the hill about five minutes ago,

please, did you see her? She’s eighty years old, about five and a half feet tall, white hair, bright

blue jacket.”Rebel grew concerned by all the conversations going on around her. She didn’t

understand everything said but had the wherewithal to know it couldn’t be good.“I want to go

back home.” She pined to be back in the safety of her own house. She wished she could hide

under her bed covers and close her eyes until everything bad went away.“It’s okay,” Dr. Rae

reassured her.“No, it isn’t,” she cried. “I want to go back home. Please.”“We can’t go back,” he

said. “We’re getting on the shuttles... we’re gonna make it. Look.”She turned and saw the

shuttle bays along the oceanfront. What once consisted of the tourist trap of Fisherman’s

Wharf had since evolved into immense launch pads, constructed as a precaution after the first

incidents of uprising began. Many believed it foolhardy, a waste of taxpayers’ money and

Earthly resources, but nobody was complaining anymore. Massive metal towers held hundreds

of sleek shuttles in upright positions. Smoke from liquid nitrogen spewed out of the quantum

drive engines to keep them cool. Seen from a distance, they could almost be mistaken for the

futuristic buildings of a skyline, gleaming white in the massive spotlights that illuminated the

operation.“Nothing bad is gonna happen,” he assured her. “I promise, Rebel.”A bright flash lit

up the sky. Dr. Rae’s face went white, and the fifty heads around them all turned in unison. For

a brief moment, the world flickered as if on fire. Absolutely everything stopped. No sound, no

movement, no nothing. A shocked silence fell over the crowd until the shockwave hit.Bombs.

Not the exploding, fragmentation kind, but smart bombs. Those closest to the blast radius

disintegrated. The bombs targeted humankind and only humankind. DNA, the very ingredient

that made humans human, vaporized, instantly annihilated into microscopic dust. And then the

shock gave way to panic.“Get to the ships! They’re coming!” voices cried out.A seething

morass of humans turned into animals with a single, selfish thought: to live, by any means

necessary. Once normal, reserved members of society pushed others out of the way, trampling

those too slow to keep up. Elbows and fists flew. Two men pummeled each other as people

passed without a second glance. No police to break it up. No law, no order. Just animal

instincts of fight or flight. Human nature at its worst.Rebel’s parents flanked her, trying to keep

everyone together as the mob grew dense, jostling, pushing, threatening to crush them alive.

Caught up in the sea of bodies, people slamming into them, squeezing them, wrenched them

apart.Rebel couldn’t hold on.“Rebel!” her father yelled. “Rebel! Hang on!”Just then, a massive

explosion came from right behind them. Like a herd of spooked cattle, the crowd stampeded.



Deafening screams from the mass swarming over the road, all overlapping into a jumble of

sound.At that moment, their hands separated.“No. No! Rebel! My daughter! Rebel!

Rebel!”Rebel watched her parents being helplessly pushed away by the panic-stricken mob,

yelling her name, separated by 5,000 frightened people. Scared and alone, she pushed

through to the sidewalk, hiding in an antique storefront’s alcove. Hugging her knees to her

chest, she looked like a little girl lost in a department store.Clickety-clack, clickety-clack,

clickety-clack. The sound came from down the street, from the darkness. A pitter-patter of

metallic footsteps. Mechanical dogs, led by large robotic creatures, too hard to fully make out in

the dark and smoke-shrouded area, save one feature: screens for faces, flashing red—red—

red.Rebel dared not move. Not much of a hiding place, but if she left, she would be right in the

line of fire. Two stragglers, a man and his son by the look of them, tried to dart across the

walkway, both taken down by dogs. They killed quick and efficiently, turning humans to dust,

thoughtless machines expediting their programming, following the humans like ranch herders.

She buried her face in her hands, listening to the terrible sounds until silence fell.Rebel

creeped out of her hiding place. Aside from the fires, no man-made light pierced the gloom. A

thin, acrid smoke wafted over everything, turning the world black and gray and muted as if the

earth had gone to sleep. Standing in the center of the abandoned road, Rebel looked west,

watching hundreds of spaceships lift off, jettisoning the planet. Orbital rockets lifting off from

launch pads, rocketing straight up. The ground shook. Plumes of smoke followed in their wake

as propulsion rockets drove them skyward. Dozens of loud booms as the ships broke through

the atmosphere. Higher and higher they went until they no longer resembled ships, but

shooting stars. Until finally, Rebel could no longer see them at all, swallowed up by the night

sky.And just like that, she was alone.A familiar shape lay on the street up ahead — her father’s

metal case labeled L.I.F., dented but secure. She picked it up, hugging it tightly, grateful to have

any remnant of her parents with her at that moment.Rebel knew to go home immediately if

ever separated from her parents. That, or seek out a policeman. Rebel didn’t see any

policemen on her long walk back, or any other humans for that matter. It could have been

hours for all Rebel knew by the time she eventually found her way back home. She followed the

landmarks she remembered, passing her father’s destroyed car, upside down and leaking

fluids. Holoscreens went black, and billboards only contained a few plasma pixels that flickered

like old Morse code.Rebel stopped when she discovered the woman, wearing a pretty floral

dress, hair made up, red and curled, not turned to dust like the other victims, seemingly

trampled to death. Rebel never observed a dead body before, not since laws changed to

outlaw human burials. Land was too precious, the governments deemed, opting instead to

force mankind to choose cremation, or if one could afford it, space jettison. The dead woman

before her would get neither, yet appeared to be at peace. Perhaps she was. Her plight was

finally over, while Rebel’s tribulation had just begun.Having finally reached her house, she tried

the lights, but they didn’t work. Nothing electrical did. Not the phones, nor the holoscreens,

tablets or computers. The cold outside temperature began to seep inside, with no heat to hold

it off its inevitability. She searched every room, every closet, under beds. All empty, all lifeless.

The terror began to sink in.Rebel was left behind.2Funny how much humans lived by routine.

Not haha funny, but amusing if one thought about it. People followed the almighty clock, which

told them when to wake up, when to sleep, when to go, when to arrive, and how much time this

or that would take. A meeting, a date, a sunset, a flight, a dentist appointment. A life. Routines

kept people sane. Programming, once comforting and a bit sad at the same time. Some people

had a morning routine. Wake up, exercise, shower, coffee, and breakfast, catch up on the news

and send children off to school.Rebel’s routine was a bit… different.First off, she didn’t call it a



routine. It became a ritual, one she perfected over the past seven years alone. She never once

wavered. It was flawless. Her life depended on it.Three alarm clocks turned to 5:30 A.M. and

pierced the peaceful bedroom. Rolling out of bed with a grunt, Rebel turned off the alarms and

sat for a moment to shake out the cobwebs. She loved sleeping. The warmth, the comfort, the

dreams of days gone by. If up to her, she would stay in bed forever, eating ice cream and

watching TV. Despite her self-perceived maturity, Rebel enjoyed reality shows, devouring

fashion competitions with her mother, and was a closet fan of rich housewives. She would

fantasize about being one of them, living in a mansion on the beach, surrounded by wealth,

glamorous parties, and a certain almighty air of self-importance; all her immediate problems

revolving around what to spend her husband’s wealth on and gossip from so-called friends. If

she thought about it too much, it depressed her. These women with so much potential to do

good, to make the world a better place, yet devolved into living superficial, fake lives, with fake

boobs, fake noses, fake smiles, covered in a pound of makeup, excavated rare stones, and

dead animal furs. Encircled by nonsensical arguments and illiterate conversations. Of course,

they were all dead now.Still half asleep, Rebel’s feet pounded away on the treadmill for her

daily run. In her world, people didn’t run. They didn’t exercise. They didn’t need to. Their bodies

never got fat or puffy, saggy or wrinkled, and they didn’t age. Gravity didn’t have the same

effect on them. They were perfect; Rebel was not. Not only did she have to maintain a specific

facade, but she needed to be ready to run at a moment’s notice. And she was good. Stride:

robotic. Breath: controlled, steady. Maybe one day, she would even enter a marathon. But not

anytime soon.While the bathroom shower filled with steam, Rebel changed out of her workout

clothes and stood before the digital mirror. Hair a mess, skin blotchy. She had her work cut out

for her.“Hello, me.”She braced herself and stepped into the scalding stream, thankful that water

still ran and the waste removal system worked. Creating an entirely new system was deemed

inessential. Waste not, want not. She used a hard bristle brush to scrub every inch of her body,

peeling away loose follicles of skin. It didn’t wipe clean all of her DNA, all that made her, well,

her, but every bit helped.As the only human on planet Earth, dental hygiene held more

significance. If Rebel got a cavity, there were no dentists to visit. Root canal? Not a chance.

Brush, floss, anti-cavity mouthwash. Check.The scale read 123 pounds. Not good, thought

Rebel. She took out the notebook with daily logs, pages filled with a multitude of weights and

graphs. A tablet would have been much easier to store the spreadsheets, but digital could be

tracked. Handwriting became an optional class in school some twenty years ago, before

Rebel’s birth, so she taught herself to write with an old-fashioned pen and paper made from

trees. Every day, she weighed herself. Yesterday she logged in at a steady societal norm of 125

pounds. Normally, losing two pounds would be a cause for celebration, but not for her. She

would have to make a stop to get more food later — one more thing to add to the bottomless

list of to-dos.Sitting before the vanity, Rebel put in colored contacts. They served two purposes:

one, to improve her vision, because nobody wore glasses anymore, and two, they changed her

brown eyes to blue. She then applied foundation until not a single patch of pigmentation

differed from any other. Using a small hand mirror, she painted on a thick red smear with gloss

and a lip liner pen, and painted on eyes shadow and liner. She plucked her full eyebrows until

symmetrical, then proceeded to apply fake, long eyelashes atop her own with adhesive gel.

Last up, she dipped her fingertips into a bowl of thick, white paraffin wax, grimacing at the heat.

Hello, fingerprint hider, she thought. Rebel finished it all off with fake, pre-painted

fingernails.She took out a premixed spray bottle (her own concoction), consisting of additives

made from acrylic paint and a small bottle of silvery glitter nail polish, adding a metallic, acrylic-

like glitter to her complexion. The spray burned, a lot, but did wonders at masking heat



signatures, pheromones, and perspiration, giving her skin an impression of porcelain, just like

one of her childhood dolls. Just like them. To Rebel, it all looked:“Plastic.”At first, Rebel had

tried using her own hair, but that quickly proved problematic, hence the cropped, bleached

style. A bit punk rock, but in her world, necessity outweighed style. Necessity, her word of the

day, every day. She tied her hair back, tightening it as much as she could bear, then secured

the blonde wig on top. The synthetic hair polymers perfectly lined up with the next, giving off a

plastic, doll-like sheen.Padding her bra, Rebel went from a manageable size ‘B’ to a full,

socially acceptable ‘C.’ Just like every other ‘female’ in the world. She proceeded to strap

various self-made tech components to her body, almost making her machine-like: trackers,

scanners, jammers, all necessity. Closet open, Rebel perused her options. A joke. Every

garment exactly the same as the next. The uniform, or as she preferred to call it, her ‘costume,’

consisted of ten gray pencil skirts, ten white blouses, ten black coats, and three pairs of

identical plain high-heeled shoes. She ironed out every wrinkle the night before and placed

creases where they needed to be. Rebel became fairly efficient with a needle and thread and

laundry. Her mom would be proud.Dressed, she stepped before the full-length mirror and

surveyed herself. Head to toe; Rebel transformed into an immaculate young woman.

Everything about her: perfection. A glamour magazine cover, an Italian vogue model, a classic

beauty, metamorphosed into what every girl dreamed of looking like. All to fit in. All to look like

everyone else. All completely:“Fake.”On route to the kitchen, Rebel paused at an oil painting on

the wall. Bouquet of Sunflowers had quite a life, having traveled throughout the world,

something Rebel would never be able to do. She first encountered the piece when on loan for

an impressionism exhibit at the M.H. de Young Memorial Museum in San Francisco. Needless

to say, its final trip became a short jaunt from the museum to the Rae household, one of the

many perks of Rebel’s position. She stared into the depths of the paint strokes, the colors. It

provided much-needed warmth and blocked out the harsh around her. It worked, but only for a

few fleeting moments. Reality always found a way to seep back in.A bowl of stale Lucky

Charms and powdered milk. Not Rebel’s favorite, but since food became a bit trickier to

acquire, she took what she could get. Her status as ‘party of one’ made foraging a bit more

forgiving. She scavenged and looted everything she could, piece by piece. Her go-to items

were anything canned, artificial, processed, boxes in bulk. She downed a slew of vitamins and

supplements, also essential. And yes, Lucky Charms. One day reserves would dry up, go bad,

run out, but Rebel pushed the thought to the back of her mind. She would cross that bridge

when the time came. For now, she had more essential items on her to-do list.The garage

served as the war room, like a mechanic’s workshop: tools on the wall, computers and

monitors, 3-D printers, and advanced fiber optic cables that snaked the floor. Robotic assembly

arms hung from ceiling-mounted hooks. Dozens of monitors showed security footage around

the house through hidden cameras. And books. Shelves filled to the brim to the point of spilling

over. Every volume an iteration of mechanical engineering, physics, electronics, artificial

intelligence and coding. Operational manuals, design plans, diagnostic reports, programming,

schematics with their bindings coming apart, pages dog-eared, highlighted, and scrawled with

notes. If not for the collection, Rebel would have gone extinct years ago, just like the printed

word. Books became obsolete in the new world, with everything going digital long ago, but that

served her well. Digital meant networked, and networked meant traceable. Rebel needed to

remain off-the-grid as much as ‘humanly’ possible.She took a book down from a shelf. Printed

atop of the cover: a schematic of a rudimentary human-like being. ‘HUMAN 2.0 by Dr. William

H. Rae’. Rebel caressed the cover and felt the embossed name of her father. The act of

defiance must have been like a knife to the heart. Exodus, that fateful night. Rebel hoped if he



learned of her plan, he would approve. What she did, what she became, it wasn’t survival. It

was justice. She would fix this. She had to.On the other side of the garage, the wall held a

collage of photos and clippings. Various headlines declaring ‘WAR, INVASION.’ Blueprints of

buildings — an elevator, a computer mainframe, retinal scanners, hallways, satellite antennas,

along with surveillance photos from around the city. All tacked over a large map of San

Francisco. Key locations marked and circled: food, art, books, fuel, etc. It became survival of

the fittest. Or a fugitive on the run. After all, by all definitions of the word, Rebel was the enemy,

the villain of her story. She first denied it, defined it in every other way but the truth... she had

set herself on a course of destruction. Change by any means necessary. A revolution. An

uprising. A coup d'état. And Rebel had a plan. It took shape years ago, and she would not

deviate. Not now. Not for anything or anyone.“One, two, three...” she began to count out loud

and then unlocked the front door and swung it open.3Akin to Dorthy’s arrival in the Land of Oz,

Rebel entered a Technicolor marvel. Welcome to the future, circa 2054. A vast, futuristic

landscape under an umbrella of crystalline light that rendered everything in a surreal shimmer.

Utopia, from the graceful arcs of pedestrian bridges to the six-lane lode-way streets marked

with buoys, bobbing around on cables, to the utter lack of litter.And them. The technology

created to save mankind became their final undoing. Humans no longer held the title of

dominant species. A new form of evolution overtook the planet.Mech.Synthetic, artificially

intelligent androids, programmed to act and conduct themselves as if human, with empty

emotion and behaviors. Thousands flocked the city, distinguishable from humans only by their

physical perfection. Not one made eye contact with anyone else. Not one nodded a hello,

sneezed, fixed their perfect hair, or veered in the slightest from their course. Human 2.0. All

facade, with nothing underneath. Like hollowed out porcelain dolls, perfect and shiny on the

surface, yet dead inside. It was Mech programming, after all. To blend in. To act human in a

human world. A world built for mankind — houses, doors, cars, machinery, handles, stairs.

Mech needed to operate, and much stayed the same. Dr. Rae’s ideas to advance the

machines, to give them souls, emotions, and feelings were deemed obsolete and

counterproductive to saving life. Ironic, Rebel thought. They wanted to save the planet but had

no idea why.“Seventeen, eighteen, join procession…” Indiscernible, Rebel counted to herself,

similar to a blind person counting steps. She headed up the walkway in the residential block of

Sector 4, blending in perfectly with the large procession of workers. In stride, in sync, in

appearance. The walkway ended at a gate, governing access into the city proper. Some,

herself included, resided outside of the workplace to expedite time in the field. The first three

sectors consisted of the city proper, with concentric circles that spread out from its center, like

a pebble hitting water, creating ripples. Ground zero on out. Rebel swiped her wrist over a

scanner, a gate swung open, and she merged into the morning flow.Traffic flashed past, sleek

cars, buses, and trucks, streamlined in nautical trim with hull runners in place of wheels,

guided by waves of clean, electromagnetic energy. Billboards loomed high over the streets,

huge shimmering panels like phantom jumbotrons. Daily bulletins played on a loop along with

markers for the various buildings she passed. “Dept. of Bionics”, “Dept. of Diagnostics”, “Dept.

of Sanitation”. Rebel’s eyes froze on the flashing billboards, taken back to the time of her youth

when the boards flickered with broken pixels. She shook it off and proceeded

forward.Surrounded by modern-day wonders, yet the relics from her past were what drew her

eye. The little breakfast diner where she first ate smiley face pancakes became a greenhouse.

Her childhood park remained a park, sans the swings, slides, and jungle gym. The drive-thru

car wash became a water filtration plant. On and on it went, all along the street, buildings and

stores stamped ‘Unnecessary’ and set for destruction. The Mech saved the planet, but they



went to extremes to do so. They got rid of everything that made humans human — art, music,

entertainment, games, sports, fun. Rebel hated them for that. She hated them for a great many

things.Waiting at a stoplight, a towering Walker passed, four stories high, plastered in a

gleaming white ceramic and glass shell. Like a mechanical spider covered in slits and vents,

serving as a massive mobile air purifier. The light turned green. Rebel composed herself and

continued walking.“Light changes, thirty-four, thirty-five,” she counted, following the flow

heading for the raised hover trains.A rank of latticed metal gates spanned the portal. They

hissed open, and Rebel stepped through in systematic order with the rest. In place of

escalators, moving walkways shuttled Mech onto the platform, formed in glossy plastic tile

arches, all stark white. Video screens ran the length of the walls, reporting banner crawl

reading out the stops.NEXT STOP... SECTOR 3 — SECTOR 1 — DEPT. OF CITY AFFAIRSA

fence at the tunnel edge of the platform provided safety, where Mech waited in a patient line.

Rebel focused on the track, or what looked like a track, but contained no rails of any kind. The

struts lining the bed provided buffers of galvanized rubber, the relay system provided by a

series of metal posts, flanking the buffers to run in twin parallel. They started thrumming and

pulsing with red light, like runway beacons. The train was coming.Two Enforcers entered the

station. Unlike others, they were older models, machine-like, and carried with them a sense of

dread. Their lack of faces unnerved Rebel, instead sporting holo-screens that displayed

various scrolling information or flashed images pertinent to their current duties. Mostly, Rebel

remembered them as the militarized Mech who led the war against humans. Armed with wide-

muzzle stopguns, their foreboding appearance brought no alarm to the stationed Mech, except

for Rebel. They scared the hell out of her.They moved up the platform, randomly scanning

Mech with their ‘faces.’ It became routine not long after Rebel heard a report of a human

sighting. At first, it gave her hope that she wasn’t alone, but still, the report could have easily

been about her as well, so she packed her bags and prepared to flee. She was out the door

when she learned that the human was male and located in former Santa Cruz, California.

Thus, the Department of Enforcement came to be. Their protocol: hunt down any remaining

humans left on Earth.Hunt down Rebel.The Enforcers scanned a male Mech. A headshot of

the robot spun in 3-D, registering him as Mech, his serial number, and firmware updates. The

Mech checked out, and the Enforcers’ mechanical heads drifted and locked in on Rebel.Oh

God, oh God, oh God. She wanted to run, but she would never make it. As adept at running as

she had become, she couldn’t outrun a machine. If they caught her, she decided she would

take her fate into her own hands and step onto the tracks, letting the train finish her off

because… screw them. Rebel would get the final say.“Turn around for routine scan,” they

ordered in their robotic voices.It wasn’t her first scan, and she prayed it wouldn’t be her last.

Rebel took silent a breath and turned to face her executioners head-on. A rush of air heralded

the sleek train shuttle. Salvation sailed out of the tunnel, floating one foot above the track, with

runners in place of wheels, like hulls on a catamaran. Hovering, buoyed by a magnetic flow

emanating from the tracks on an invisible river of fusion energy. The train drifted to a gentle

halt. Its gangplanks folded out toward the platform, and the safety fence lowered. Rebel stared

at the Enforcers.“Proceed,” they said.“Forty-three, forty-four, board train…” Rebel found an

open seat and let out a breath. She wanted to cry. She wanted to scream. She wanted to laugh.

Instead, she sat still and composed with perfect posture. Mech who stood, didn’t hold the

handrails, equipped with gyro sensors that keep them upright with the swaying train. Rebel, on

the other hand, toiled for hours on balance, using her history of ballet to guide her.Of the things

she missed most, the only one that came before ice cream was ballet. Mrs. Rae loved the

theater, Broadway, opera, and of course, the ballet. Ever since Rebel saw The Nutcracker, she



had been enraptured. Dreams filled with sugar plum fairies and Tchaikovsky’s beautiful music.

Only later in life did her adornment fade. There were no princes, no magic, no happily ever

after. Not in her world. Just a lie, told to the young and gullible to elicit some form of hope. But

hope for what, Rebel couldn’t fathom. At first, it devastated her, but as time went on, she

became accustomed to disappointment. She left the world of make-believe and entered a

reality filled with steel and glass and its own species and laws of nature. Laws that she sought

to follow to the letter. Not because she wanted to, because she had to.Rebel glanced around at

the Mech. Their human attributes, mannerisms, fake, empty emotions. They took on the names

of famous people. Comical, given they were clueless about human history and pop culture. You

could ride the train next to Elvis Presley, eat lunch across from Vincent van Gogh, or work a

cubicle over from Charles Dickens. So it only seemed fitting that Rebel take a new name as

well and become someone new. Thus, Anne Frank was resurrected, Rebel’s heroine, ever

since she read her diary in school. So, Anne Frank she would become.The cityscape outside

the window changed over the past seven years. The city bore traces of its origins, yet rebuilt,

subsumed by urban overhaul. Solar panels caught the sun’s rays. Massive wind turbines

revolved atop the roofs of buildings, surrounded by lush greenery. A towering skyline of

glittering, gravity-defying buildings. Facets of polarized glass rising to domes and spires,

somehow celestial, like monolithic fingers reaching up to touch the sky. Older buildings wedged

among the new, most closed off and sealed under protective glass domes to help contain

reconstruction or demolition.Ground Zero: the Transamerica Pyramid in San Francisco’s old

Financial District, Sector 1. The epicenter of all things Mech for the entire west coast of the

United States. Much of the 48-story postmodern building remained the same — the iconic

shape, the stature — with a few distinct differences. No longer called the Pyramid, it was

rebranded as Robotiq. Second, the array of satellite dishes and antennas sprouted up across

the entire top tenth of the structure, a full 20 stories — the spire. Dishes ranging from two feet

in diameter to eighty foot giants. Antenna of all shapes and sizes jutted out like a porcupine. All

3,678 windows swapped for eco-solar that could power an entire ten-block radius. When first

constructed way back in 1972, the Pyramid was the eighth tallest building in the world at 853

feet. Times changed, but the building still brought awe.Now it was the most secure location on

the planet and Rebel’s destination.4Natural light bathed the lobby from the four-story windows,

accentuating sterile white walls and floors, everything rounded, like living inside a cloud.

Curved, floor-to-ceiling frosted glass offered the only concession to nature — a tinted view of

Mech-made, meticulously landscaped gardens.A soothing, female voice washed over the air

from the intercom system. “To avoid delay, all Mech prepare for diagnostic scans.”A procession

of Mech waited at the security checkpoints for their turn to filter through a row of channels

supervised by diagnostic Mech. The computerized body scanners resembled airport metal-

detector and x-ray devices, refurbished from security deterrents used in the old days. Crime

became a thing of the past in the new world. No murder, no theft, no terrorists, no crazy uni-

bombers. Just machines. And as far as Mech knew, nothing to fear. Their only natural enemy,

humans, tucked tail and ran. Mostly.Inching forward, Rebel waited patiently on the surface, but

underneath, her heart pounded, palms slick with sweat. She learned to control it over time,

thanks to some of her father’s old books on Buddhist monks, zen philosophies, and meditation.

She took long, slow breaths to limit the movement of her rising chest, and those deep breaths

also helped provide some calm. Mech didn’t breathe, not like humans. A small force of air

came from their mouths when they spoke, like a speaker playing music — pure, clean

oxygen.A jolt coursed through her when a red light flashed, and a buzzer sounded. Enforcers

arrived in the blink of an eye to surround the Mech who set off the alarm.“You have a



diagnostic error report. Please come with us for inspection,” ordered an Enforcer. The Mech in

question followed the Enforcers toward the doors labeled ‘Repair Plaza.’ Before leaving, the

last drone turned to face the crowd of onlookers. “Thank you for your cooperation.”Rebel’s turn

arrived. One slip up would end her existence. Obsessive knowledge of hardware and operating

systems helped fool the system. She passed through the scanners every day since she began

her employment within Robotiq some three years prior, and every day it petrified her.Under the

watchful eye of a diagnostics, she stepped to the scanners, giving a polite nod to the

Mech.“Designation?”“Anne Frank, 7-445.”“Proceed.”Rebel moved forward into the scanner and

discretely clicked the small handheld device that connected her jammers to glitch the scanners.

On the monitor, her ‘metal frame’ became visible beneath her synthetic human form, and her

fake readouts logged into the system:NAME: Anne Frank. MODEL: M7-445. FUNCTION:

Human Artifacts Disposal Unit.“Clear,” the diagnostic Mech said, and the gate opened to allow

her entrance.She let out a silent sigh of relief and passed through without a hitch, undetected,

like every other Mech, like every other day.“Seventy-four, seventy-five…“ She joined the

procession heading toward the ‘Nutrition Plaza,’ where Mech sat at long tables slopping down

some seriously unappetizing gruel, consisting of a white/gray blend of liquid light that served as

an internal coolant and lubrication for their mechanical parts. Edible photosynthesis for

machines and a natural energy source safe for the planet. Rebel sat among them, moving the

gruel around, watching it glow like twinkling stardust. She discretely shoveled the substance

into a biodegradable bag to discard later when the opportunity presented itself.“Eighty-four,

eighty-five, chimes begin…”A series of chimes sounded, and all eyes turned to the large digital

clock projected on the glass wall. 8:55 A.M. Mech rose in unison, headed to their offices.Of the

building’s eighteen elevators, only one reached the top 48th floor, guarded by two Enforcers

and a retinal scanner. ‘Secure Mainframe Entrance. Authorization Required.’ Rebel’s ultimate

target, the entire reason she infiltrated the building, yet so far proving elusive, so instead, she

stepped into the queue at the glass-encased general population elevators and waited her

turn.The fortieth-floor offices housed the hi-tech administrative offices. The well-appointed if

antiseptic room contained hundreds of ergonomically-designed work stations, arranged in ever-

widening circles. Each curved desk contained a computer terminal consisting of a keyboard

and a slim, transparent screen behind which was seated a programmer, leading their

respective department.“Ninety-seven, ninety-eight…” Rebel approached The Board, a huge

3D, holographic grid-map running the length of the wall. It displayed live feeds from around the

city: clear blue skies, lush green parks, clean ocean water, litter-free streets, and wildlife

thriving. A synergistic system of life. Eden. The board curated percentages of optimal planetary

health within graphical numbers and charts. The higher the number, the healthier the planet.

When Rebel first saw the board, the indexes remained stagnant in the thirty percentile range.

Subtract humankind, and percentages changed vastly.POLLUTION INDEX………….…………

87%FORESTATION………….…….………….85%WILDLIFE…….…….

…………………….84%OZONE………….………………….….….88%CARBON MONOXIDE

LEVELS……..…88%POPULATION………………………..

…..89%WASTE…………………………………….87%TOXICITY LEVELS………….………..

….81%“One hundred and sit,” she finished, in her cubicle, behind her workstation right on time

at 9:00 A.M, just like every day. She waved a hand before the wraparound holoscreen in front

of her and logged on to the computer. The screen consisted of three sections. The right side

showed a polymorph in fractal cycle, like a permanent screen saver. Mid-screen displayed a

graph of a residential block, an area of the city yet to be reconstructed, of which most resided

in the blue zone, indicating completion. A handful blinked yellow, labeled ‘Pending,’ while a few



remained in the red, yet to be reconstructed, i.e., Rebel’s target zones. The left screen scrolled

with daily bulletins and calls from various Mech indicating found stashes of human artifacts to

be recycled.Rebel ignored them all. Instead, she logged onto an encrypted communications

channel. She typed: ‘Urgent Com — to Moon — SOS — Human on Earth. Please respond.’She

hit send, her encrypted message floating off into the ether, joining the hundreds of others in a

long queue of unanswered messages. Rebel’s plea to humankind and the reason she hacked

Robotiq’s computers and gave herself a job in the enemy’s building. To let them know:I am still

here.A banner popped up in reply. ‘Firewall.Error//message.denied — Replies: 0’.“Good

morning, Anne Frank,” came the chipper voice, knocking Rebel back to present.She logged out

of her terminal, switching back to a normal work screen, and turned to the two plastic faces

grinning over her partition. In their mid-twenties, jovial, thin, and of course, beautiful, with fake

smiles plastered on fake faces. She didn’t like her coworkers, not in the least. Harmless, yes.

Annoying, very. Roboticists programmed Mech for small talk to more fluidly blend with

humankind. Yet the nuances were never quite perfected and it forced Rebel out of her

protective cocoon to socialize with the enemy, an activity she would rather refrain from.The

term ‘two-faced’ took on a whole new meaning within Rebel’s world. Emily reminded her of a

librarian, with fake black-framed glasses, wool skirt, faux leather boots, blonde hair pulled into

a tight bun and emerald green eyes. Francis wore the guise of a sleazy politician, teeth so

white they became an optical feat to look at for longer than a few seconds. His hair, stark black

like tar and slicked back, framed beady little rodent eyes and a thin, pointed nose — a walking

talking mole.“Emily Dickinson, Francis Bacon,” Rebel greeted them in a perfected monotone

voice. “You are well, I hope.”“Indeed we are,” said Emily.“We have a query,” Francis began, “you

being the resident expert on humankind and all. The birds and the bees. It is a saying, correct?

We are debating who holds the correct assumption.”They both peered at her. Rebel tried her

hardest to keep a straight face and remain nonplussed. “It’s the… uh, when two humans...

come together, and uh…” They caught her off guard, eyeing her like dogs who didn’t

understand a command. Rebel stammered, trying not to blush. “Reproduction. Yes. Human

reproduction. So. There.”

No Man's Land (The Robosapien Trilogy Book 1), Foundations: A Cultivation Academy Series

(Bastion Academy Book 1), The Secret Billionaire (The Surway Fortune Book 1)

Nicki, “Dystopian Plot with Science Fiction Thriller. No Man's Land is an interesting science

thriller set in the backdrop of a dystopian society. Rebel was living a perfect life with her

scientist father and a warm homemaker mother when tragedy struck and people are forced to

evacuate to the moon. Amid the chaos, the twelve-year-old girl gets separated and remains the

only human left on a planet dominated by robots. To survive, she needs to disguise herself as a

robot. She wears a wig, hides all traces of human identity beneath heavy makeup, artificial

projection, and other synthetic body parts. She learns to talk and walk like a robot. A glimmer

of hope comes when she is made aware of another human, a male, identified by the robots.

Now she needs to take the help of that single another human in order to survive and be

reunited with her parents. The task is difficult with heavy monitoring from the various robots.”

Jennie May, “Unexpectedly loved this book.. Hello dystopian fans. I know it can be hard to find

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/leqXY/No-Mans-Land-The-Robosapien-Trilogy-Book-1


new dystopian books that aren't written with niave teenaged characters with very needy and

extremely destructive relationship tendencies/responses...as teenagers often do.This has none

of that. The main character is a teenaged girl, but forced to mature fast through survival. At

times, I had to remind myself how young she is.The writing itself has some minor typos

throughout, but nothing too distracting. Sometimes the author also has two thoughts in

sentence formation, and didnt clear it up to one sentence, but again not too distracting and

could be cleared up in later publications. I encourage more editing from the author for any

sequels/other publications.Overall the author took an old theme, robot takeover, and made it

fresh and interesting. The characters are well thought out. The reader is able to understand

which character is conversing, which is really an art form...and in my opinion sometimes hard

to come by with authors.I read the book in two days and would have read it in one, if I didn't,

you know, have responsibilities.”

Sanjin, “For fans of YA literature with a dash of sci-fi dystopia. This one is for fans of YA

literature with a dash of sci-fi dystopia. The novel is about a teenage girl who is the last human

on Earth and her adventures and attempts to survive the hostile environment and robotic

enemies. Yes, nothing very original or groundbreaking, but it has enough merits to deserve a

recommendation. The main character is a flawed, normal teenage girl, not some superhero

that knows everything and can do anything. The writing has a good flow, page-turning is easy

and before you know it, you are deep into the book. That is always a good thing for me. The

story is nothing special and it suffers from various cliches, but once you get past that, the novel

itself is a good, entertaining read. Check it out.”

Jose Popoff, “An original take on a non-original foundation. I think we have all heard it, maybe

too many times already since Terminator - machines get too smart and they decide that the

only hope for humanity is to take control. It has already become a trite topic and well, it's hard

to come up with something new, I guess (really, who's tired of dystopias always including an

evil corporation?)Now, that does not mean I did not enjoy the story. It is a good story. Well told

and written. It is actually fun to read. Yes, the concept is not new but this does not really make

this story less entertaining. I would have rather it be told from first person instead of third-

perhaps I was just a little confused at the beginning since it seemed the story was from Rebel's

perspective.”

AliReads, “A good book that could've been great. I found the book very interesting. It had

potential to become a great dystopian novel, but the charm doesn’t last very long as things get

a little too teenage-y sometimes. But maybe that’s just me. The overall flow of the story was

good. The ending was predictable, but kids and teenagers might still love it.The character

development and usage of sci-fi/dystopian themes is done pretty well, though there are places

where you feel there’s either a plot hole or too much was left unexplained. Nevertheless I

enjoyed the overall experience and wouldn’t mind checking out future titles of the same author.”

Charles Hanna, “an interesting spin on an old theme. What would it be like to be the last

human on earth? This theme has been explored ever since Robinson Crusoe (which was

written almost half a millennium ago). No Man's Land by Ben Magid (which incidentally is

Hebrew for Son of a Storyteller, not sure if that's a pen name or a coincidence) brings in some

other contemporary moral quandaries and themes like...what if AI decided of its own volition

that mankind was the greatest threat to planet earth and must be removed? And what if one

machine decided of its own free volition that humankind should be granted a second chance? I



won't give away the ending, but this was certainly an interesting spin on an old theme.”

Russ Ann, “Great Story. A science fantasy fiction set in the world with a ruined environment,

ecosystem, and numerous crises arising. The only solution was to eradicate humanity, thus

humans flee for their lives out of the planet leaving Rebel behind alone on Earth. On earth with

only robots left, Rebel hides from the androids hunting her down but after meeting friendly

Mech, she eventually warms up to some of them. It is a very wonderful read on how Rebel's

relationship with the Mechs and how her character was steeled throughout the story.”

mint tea, “Something entertaining and new.... This book has a premise that makes it pretty

special. If you have ever imagined that you were a lone human on this planet and how you

would handle it, then you are ready to read this title. It will take you on a ride that you won’t

forget. The names of the mechs in the book will likely make you laugh a bit too. Overall, it is a

rather involved book for being book 1, and I imagine that there will be much more to uncover in

Rebel’s journey.”

The book by Ben Magid has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 33 people have provided feedback.
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